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Manufacture | Definition of Manufacture by Merriam-Webster Recent Examples on the Web: Noun. The Supermicro backdoor reported Tuesday was also the result
of malicious hardware secretly implanted during its manufacture. â€” Dan Goodin, Ars Technica, "Bloomberg report says backdoored Supermicro hardware
infiltrated major US telecom," 9 Oct. 2018 Finding a material that could work involves balancing a lot of factors, including heat and chemical. Manufacture | Define
Manufacture at Dictionary.com Manufacture definition, the making of goods or wares by manual labor or by machinery, especially on a large scale: the manufacture
of television sets. See more. Manufacture - definition of manufacture by The Free Dictionary An oppressed class under the sway of the feudal nobility, an armed and
self-governing association in the mediaeval commune; here independent urban republic (as in Italy and Germany), there taxable "third estate" of the monarchy (as in
France), afterwards, in the period of manufacture proper, serving either the semi-feudal or the absolute monarchy as a counterpoise against the nobility, and, in.

Manufacturing - Wikipedia Manufacturing is the production of merchandise for use or sale using labour and machines, tools, chemical and biological processing, or
formulation. The term may refer to a range of human activity, from handicraft to high tech, but is most commonly applied to industrial design , in which raw materials
are transformed into finished goods on a large scale. . Such finished goods may be sold to. manufacture - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com Manufacture is
generally associated with industry and factories.Henry Ford, for instance, revolutionized industry by using assembly lines to manufacture Model Ts. But manufacture
can also be used for the natural word, like bees that manufacture honey. Occasionally it use used more generally to mean to construct by putting parts together.
Manufacture Synonyms, Manufacture Antonyms | Thesaurus.com The quarrel was none of my manufacture, and it was not my business to explain it to him. I was
impressed not so much with the speed of the manufacture as the character of the factory.

Manufacture | Microsoft Docs Manufacture. 05/02/2017; 2 minutes to read In this article Purpose. Use the manufacturing tools to deploy your Windows
customizations to new Windows 10 devices. Learn how to: Combine your customizations, plus languages, drivers, apps and more, into new Windows images.
manufacture - Wiktionary The action or process of making goods systematically or on a large scale. 2009 April 3, Olivia Feld, â€œNew gum could mean sticky end
for messâ€•, in CNN.comâ€Ž[1]: After years of exporting the gum base to be used as an ingredient in the manufacture of regular chewing gum, the cooperative
recently decided to start making its own gum using. Manufacturer - definition of manufacturer by The Free ... manÂ·uÂ·facÂ·turÂ·er
(mÄƒnâ€²yÉ™-fÄƒkâ€²chÉ™r-É™r) n. A person, an enterprise, or an entity that manufactures something. manufacturer (ËŒmÃ¦njÊŠËˆfÃ¦ktÊƒÉ™rÉ™) n
(Professions) a person or business concern that manufactures goods or owns a factory manâ€¢uâ€¢facâ€¢turâ€¢er (ËŒmÃ¦n yÉ™ËˆfÃ¦k tÊƒÉ™r É™r) n. 1. a
person, group, or company that owns or runs a.
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